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Financial Challenges 

I am a single father who has had shared care of my 2 children for the last 6 years – 
my daughter is now 15 and my son is 10 years old. I have a good job but I find it a 
struggle as I do not receive any financial help from the government, I am not entitled 
to any support such as family tax credits or family allowance, this goes to the main 
carer which is usually always the mother. I have my children every Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and every 3rd Saturday and I usually take them extra days 
when I am off in the summer. I was paying over £120 every month and when I 
questioned this from the CSA I was told that was the amount and there was nothing 
they could do about it. After phoning on a regular basis to try and resolve this, I was 
told to stop phoning as the decision had been made. I then contacted my local MP 
who took up my case and miraculously the payments dropped to £60 a month. 

I also contacted the child benefits agency and asked if I could get half of the child 
benefit in order to help me with everyday necessities for the kids and was told that it 
can only be paid to one person, but did say that if my partner agreed, I could receive 
a payment for one child. When I asked my former partner if she would consider this 
she said no, so I was then told that they could freeze this payment but it would 
probably after investigation go to the main carer which again by default is the 
mother. 

I feel the system is unfair as my partner is now in a relationship and her combined 
income is a lot more than mine; and she still receives all the benefits. What is not 
taking into consideration is that I have the kids the same amount of days over the 
year, I have to take them to school 3 days out of 5 and provide them with pack 
lunches or school meals. I also buy the kids Christmas and birthday presents and 
provide them with clothes and shelter the same as their mother; and I still have to 
pay £60 a month even though her total income is maybe twice the amount of mine. 

In the last 6 years I have now got thousands of pounds of debt on a credit card which 
I will need to re-mortgage to clear. I feel that the system is not set up to support 
single dads who wants to be involved in their kid’s life, it is there to punish them 
financially and offer no support or advice. I am disappointed and frustrated at the 
government especially the CSA, who seems to have an axe to grind with single 
dads, even by the tone of their voice when you speak to them on the phone. I would 
like the opportunity to discuss these issues in more detail and look forward to your 
response. 
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